Gesture Focus Group - Spring 2008
Meeting Mondays 1:00-2:00
PSY A 113

01/28/08 — Gesture and Memory I
Presentation: Alexia Galati
The role of speech-gesture congruency and delay in remembering action events.

02/04/08 — Gesture and Memory II

02/11/08 — Gesture and Memory III

02/18/08 — Gesture and Memory IV

02/25/08 — Gesture and Action I

03/03/08 — Guest speaker: Dr. Jeremy Skipper (Sackler Institute for Developmental Psychobiology, New York). Lending a helping hand to hearing: Speech associated gestures and the relationship between Broca’s area, the cortical motor system, and the mirror system.

03/10/08 — Gesture and Action II

- Spring Break –

03/24/08 — Guest speaker: Sedinha Tessendorf (European University Viadrina, Frankfurt (Oder), Germany). Intra- and cross-cultural variation in gesture and speech.
03/31/08— Preparation Susan Duncan’s workshop

04/07/08— Preparation Susan Duncan’s workshop

04/11/08- 04/12/08— Gesture Workshop: Susan Duncan (University of Chicago).
Implications of speech-gesture synchrony for theories of speech production.

04/14/08— Rehash Gesture Workshop

04/21/08— Integrating different modalities of communication

04/28/08— The Gesture Growth Point
Presentation: Frances Bottenberg on:

05/11/08— Gesture and Embodiment
Presentation: Frances Bottenberg on: